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Introduction
Fabio Keiner takes the listener on a walking tour of the indistinct moments prior
to catastrophe. Through the pinhole camera of music, he wordlessly expresses a
non-linear narrative of non-representational soundscapes which precede but do
not quite forebode the end of serenity. In “Black Rain”, the six pieces bear the
titles “X01” through “X06”. Each piece proceeds in a spare, satisfying droneminimal fashion. This is not meditation music, but music for people who think
as they listen. Though the pieces feel stylistically linked, each piece features
its own melodic themes, subtly expressed and fittingly paced. The term “Black
Rain” refers to the nuclear fallout in Hiroshima and Nagasaki that followed the
first deployment in war of the atomic bomb.
This is drone music not based on overpowering the listener with a tuba-song of
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textures. Fabio Keiner instead focuses upon engaging the listener in a progression
of random, calm ideas made into melodic sound. As with an allusive image
in a poem, the point is less the “story”, chilling as it may be, and more the
engagement in the feel of last passing moments. It is as if one is on a quiet walk
in the forest park in Hiroshima before the world ends. The sound pioneer fails
to see the wolves in this wood–but see, if only in imagination one can see the
foreboding eyes of an owl.
“Black Rain” is an undefined exploration of the unsuspecting moments before
tragedy. Fabio Keiner knows how to use sound and how to use silence to create
six inter-connected, compelling ambient pieces. The listener experiences those
last gasps of fresh air before the world changes. This is music to be heard with
one’s personal sound setting turned up to “aware and alive”.
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Biography

Fabio Keiner hails from Vienna, Austria. He creates musical pieces and photographs. Active in the netlabel scene for years, his soundscapes, melodies
and drones criss-cross the borders among ambient, dark ambient, abstract
experimental and melodic electronica. His work is atmospheric and imaginative,
with a sound that seems narrative without quite telling specific stories in defined
words. His releases have appeared on numerous labels, including Treetrunk
Netlabel, Webbed Hand Netlabel, Petroglyph Music, and Cian Orbe netlabel.

Contact
SoundCloud: https://soundcloud.com/fabio-keiner
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Credits
All selections composed, arranged and performed by Fabio Keiner
All instruments: Fabio Keiner
Cover Art: Fabio Keiner
Lettering / Layout: George J. De Bruin
Liner Notes: Robert (Gurdonark) Nunnally
Photo of Fabio Keiner by Fabio Keiner

License

Black Rain by Fabio Keiner is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
Black Rain Liner Notes by Robert Nunnally is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International
License.
You are free to:
• Share – copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format
• Adapt – remix, transform, and build upon the material
• The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license
terms.
Under the following terms:
• Attribution – You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the
license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable
manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your
use.
• NonCommercial – You may not use the material for commercial purposes.
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• ShareAlike – If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you
must distribute your contributions under the same license as the original.
• No additional restrictions – You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict others from doing anything the license
permits.
Other Usage
Other uses of this work may be negotiated with the artist under the terms of
a CC+ License. Please contact Fabio Keiner or CerebralAudio for inquiries
regarding usage beyond the scope permitted by CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license.
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